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            Frequently Asked Questions

            We want you to have the information you need to make smart decisions when it comes to your career. We’re here to help.

          

        

        
        
          
            
            
              

              Conset incididunt tempre

              How is MyPath Different?

MyPath is a comprehensive upskilling program that enables Experis consultants to access rewarding jobs and grow in in-demand careers, by providing reskilling opportunities, personalized guidance and support so that they can achieve their long-term goals.

	MyPath associates get priority access to new permanent and temporary job listings
	Quicker re-hiring between jobs for less gaps in earnings
	Your Manpower agent represents you professionally to employers
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ManpowerGroup® (NYSE: MAN), the leading global workforce solutions company, helps organizations transform in a fast-changing world of work by sourcing, assessing, developing and managing the talent that enables them to win. We develop innovative solutions for hundreds of thousands of organizations every year, providing them with skilled talent while finding meaningful, sustainable employment for millions of people across a wide range of industries and skills. Our expert family of brands – Manpower®, and Talent Solutions – creates substantially more value for candidates and clients across 80 countries and territories and has done so for 70 years.
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